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Abstract

Earth observations can be used to determine where and when people will
intersect with an environmental risk factor. If merged with population models
that simulate movements between home, work, etc. and behavioral models to
estimate evacuations during a disaster, exposure estimations can be further
refined. In the present analysis, remotely sensed inundation data is combined
with emergency department (ED) visit data collected during Hurricane Harvey
and Tropical Storm Imelda to characterize adverse health outcomes during and
following these flooding events. We additionally assessed differences in
associations between flooding and healthcare visits across census tracts with
different vulnerability based on the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Social Vulnerability Index (CDC SVI). A controlled before and after study design
was employed using ED visits from flooded and non-flooded census tracts. The
Dartmouth Flood Observatory inundation product was used to determine the
percent of land area within a census tract that was flooded and USGS stream
gauge data was used to estimate the duration of the flood period in the flooded
tracts, with post-flood periods extending up to 4 months also evaluated.
Modified Poisson regression models were used to estimate adjusted rate ratios
for total and cause specific ED visits. Across both events, flooding was
associated with between 14-39% increase in ED visits for insect bites,
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dehydration, intestinal infectious diseases, and pregnancy complications. During
post-flood periods, the risk for pregnancy complications and insect bites were
still elevated in the previously flooded tracts. For more highly vulnerable census
tracts as defined by CDC SVI, we saw less of a decrease in ED visits during the
flood and first post flood period, potentially suggesting less evacuation from
more vulnerable census tracts. This project has produced an approach for
estimating exposure to flooding and expected healthcare visits following a
flooding event that could be translated to EO informed health surveillance
platforms used for decision-making at local, state, and federal levels.
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